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Submitting screenshots for our Front Page and The Rodent 
Report
We are looking for new photos to be featured on our front page! It's been a good long while since we've changed up the slideshow, and we'd like to give 
everyone a chance to contribute their wonderful in-game screenshots.

In addition to featured photos on our home page, We are also looking for images that could be of use in our monthly publication, The Rodent Report. 
These screenshots don't need to follow the front page criteria below. Every little bit of content helps!

Front Page Photo Criteria

In order to make sure your photos will be among those picked for the front page, there's some criteria we use to filter out the candidates.

NO visible UI (both in-game or desktop UI) or internal cockpit screenshots.
Station interior shots be ok if they fit the other criteriaMAY 

Prefer images that do not obstruct the front page text and "GET HELP" button.
This means a right leaning subject with a plain-ish background in the top left of the image is generally preferred.

Avoid editing or adding logos/watermarks. We are looking for in-game screenshots to use as a website backdrop.
1920x1080 resolution minimum. PNG is preferred, but a high quality JPEG with low compression is fine.
The screenshot  be taken by you.MUST

How to Submit

Feel like you have photos that meet the above criteria, or just want to submit something for The Rodent Report? Submit them to our screenshots drop box!

First, rename your images. Make sure your CMDR name is included in the file name for us to credit you.
Want to remain anonymous? Add "CMDR Anonymous" to the file name.

Images uploaded WITHOUT a CMDR NAME in the filename will NOT qualify.
Upload your images to:

https://wollheim.vision/upload
And you're done! We'll contact you if your image is selected.

Questions?

If you have any questions please contact on IRC.Clapton 

https://wollheim.vision/upload
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